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Some Economic and Non-Economic Indicators















Income Inequality in NZ

Source: Perry 2014.Household incomes report. Ministry of Social Development







Why has NZ’s Relative income per capita 
ranking been declining ?































Have our Institutions (e.g., laws, rules, courts, 
government, culture) been holding back our 
productivity growth these past several decades? 



NZ is practically the least corrupt country in the world.



(Lack of) Corruption vs Number of Procedures to Start a Business: 
79 Countries in 1999.

Lack of 
Corruption



















- In summary, NZ has fallen dramatically down the world GDP per capita rankings.
Productivity growth has disappointed over many decades, beginning in the 1970s.

- That being said, Kiwis report themselves as having extremely high well-being, 
amongst the highest in the world. 

- No-one knows why productivity growth has not been faster, especially in light of the
free-market reforms of the 1980s.

- Is there a problem relating to our geography / isolation?

- Is our regulatory framework is flawed? Regulations appear to have been rapidly rising
the past two decades.

- Why have we been unsuccessful at diversifying our exports away from primary products?
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